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Dear Friend of Hospice Caring,

As we think back over the past year, our hearts fill with gratitude and pride for the incredibly meaningful work of our volunteers and staff on behalf of people with life-threatening illnesses and those who are grieving the death of loved ones. This Annual Report demonstrates some of the ways in which Hospice Caring impacts residents of Montgomery County, MD, each and every day. You will see in the later pages of this report that the breadth and scope of our services continue to grow, as do the numbers served by each program. Additionally, here is a list of other noteworthy organizational accomplishments in 2017:

- Awarded the Maryland Nonprofit Seal of Excellence
- Created a series of videos for parents of grieving children, including one video that is fully in Spanish
- Developed and implemented a new program, Family Nights
- Listed in the Catalogue of Philanthropy: Greater Washington
- Selected by the Hospice Foundation of America as a screening site for PBS's FRONTLINE film, Being Mortal

As we move forward, we will continue updating our strategic plan to ensure that every initiative keeps Hospice Caring relevant, responsive, and accessible for the people we serve. Thank you for your continued support and for the trust you have placed in Hospice Caring to care for the residents of our community.

Most Sincerely,

Nancy Richardson, RN
Chair, Board of Directors

Allison K. Stearns, LCPC, MPH
Executive Director
Volunteer Helping Hands

Volunteer Helping Hands, Hospice Caring’s patient and family caregiving program, offers short-term, practical, social and emotional support for people of all ages with a serious illness and no reasonable prospect of a cure.

Services include but are not limited to: companionship and emotional support, assistance with household tasks, respite care, patient advocacy, and limited transportation to appointments.

119 patients and 209 family members were served this year.

Patients received an average of 16 visits each.

100% of patients reported that visits from volunteers helped them feel less isolated. 100% of family caregivers reported that volunteer visits provided helpful respite time.

Hospice Caring is licensed by the state of Maryland as a Limited Hospice Care Program. We supplement General Hospice Care Programs and support patients who are still pursuing curative treatment as well as those who do not have a six month or less prognosis.

“It was unbelievable. (The volunteer) was able to speak Spanish and help with my questions. My mother loved her.” - Family Member
Adult Bereavement Support

Bereavement support groups, facilitated by trained volunteers, allow participants to meet others who are also grieving, share their stories, and learn from one another. The agency also offers an annual community-wide memorial ceremony called Tree of Love, where participants support one another and remember their loved ones.

102 people attended 18 Adult Bereavement Groups this year.
84 community members attended our Tree of Love ceremony.

90% of participants reported that they gained new coping strategies to use in their daily life.

100% of participants reported their grief was not as intense as it was before joining the group.

“It has been a lifeline and has helped me get through last year. The support I received is invaluable.” - Group Member

Support Groups:
- Adult Child Loss
- Grandchild Loss
- Parent Loss
- Photography & Remembrance
- Sibling Loss
- Spousal/Partner Loss
  - under age 50
  - ages 50-70
  - ages 70+
- Suicide Loss
Camp Erin© Montgomery County

This weekend overnight camp for grieving children is part of a national network of Camp Erin programs. The camp serves children and teens, ages 6-17, and offers age-appropriate discussions and creative, fun-filled activities designed to help children share their feelings with peers who have had similar experiences. Camp Erin Montgomery County is a partnership between Hospice Caring, the Moyer Foundation, and Bar-T.

71 children and youth, ages 6-17, were served over TWO Camp Erin weekends.

84% of campers reported that they have new tools to help them with their grief.

93% of campers reported that Camp Erin helped them talk about their feelings.

“They supported me as though they were my family.” - Camper
Good Grief Club

These seven-week support groups help children, grades K-12, to explore their feelings, develop healthy coping strategies, and find comfort and safety in learning that they are not alone. These groups are facilitated by trained Hospice Caring volunteers in partnership with Montgomery County Public Schools, independent schools, and other community-based organizations.

261 students, grades K-12, attended Good Grief Clubs this year.

93% of participants reported that the group helped them feel less alone.

98% of high school participants reported that the group enabled them to identify friends, family and other adults they can turn to for support.

88% of elementary participants reported that they developed new coping tools to use in difficult times.

“I feel like a whole new person now.” - Good Grief Club Member
Family Nights - New Program!

Hospice Caring’s Family Nights are designed for families who have experienced the death of a loved one. Each workshop is held prior to a major holiday so families can learn coping tools, plan for how to handle celebrations, and mark the absence of their loved ones. Following activities, families are invited for dinner and to enjoy conversations with one another.

20 families comprised of 21 adults and 35 children participated in four Family Nights.

94% of the parents who attended Family Nights reported that they learned new ways to handle difficult times, such as family celebrations and holidays.

100% of the children who attended Family Nights reported that they learned new ways to handle difficult times, such as family celebrations and holidays.

“No one has ever been interested in giving us as much support as we received today.” – Parent
Community Education

Our Community Education program works to raise awareness and better equip people to address end-of-life and grief-related issues. We host an educational series called Seasons of Caring, teach lessons on loss and grief in schools, offer continuing education (CEU) workshops for professionals, and facilitate dialogue on relevant topics in the community.

1,913 community members and professionals attended workshops and trainings this year.

90% of Seasons of Caring attendees reported that they would apply what they learned in the session.

92% of Seasons of Caring attendees reported that the workshop was culturally appropriate.

18% increase in attendance.

Hospice Caring, in partnership with JSSA, was selected by the Hospice Foundation of America as a screening site for PBS's FRONTLINE film, Being Mortal, as part of a national public awareness campaign. 512 people attended our screenings.

“Terrific film and discussion. There’s so much value in sharing.” - Participant
Volunteers Add Value

Hospice Caring’s services are delivered by screened and trained volunteers, all of whom receive ongoing guidance, continuing education and supervision. Agency operations and fundraising are also supported by volunteers.

14,828
Hospice Caring leveraged 14,828 hours of volunteer support, the equivalent of seven full time staff.

$397,242
$317,496* is the monetary value of volunteer hours in fiscal year 2017.

60%
Our operating budget would grow by 60% if it included the monetary value of volunteer time.

*Based on information from independentsector.org

“It is the honor and privilege of my life to be a part of this organization.” - Volunteer
Fundraiser Highlights

**September 2016** - Silver Linings Gala honoring Pam Hard, the Kay family, Shulman Rogers, and Jacquie Tennant

**October 2016** - BOWL-A-THON sponsored by Shulman Rogers

**December 2016** - Barnes & Noble Gift Wrapping

**February 2017** - Concert for Caring featuring the Bobby Lewis Blues Band

**May 2017** - Raise Your Glass Wine Tasting at the home of The Honorable Jeffrey Z. Slavin
  - Cut-A-Thon at Salon Red to Benefit Hospice Caring

“The warmth and love you and your organization provides is priceless.”  - Donor
ASSETS, LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
Statement of Financial Position Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As of June 30, 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$3,584,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liabilities</td>
<td>($ 34,447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$3,549,970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Revenues

- Grants, Awards & Donations: $383,383 (44.7%)
- Special Events: $360,458 (42%)
- In-kind Contributions: $112,910 (13.1%)
- Earned Income: $1,826 (0.2%)

Total Revenue: $858,577

Expenses

- Program Services: $700,062 (82%)
- Management & General: $94,885* (11.1%)
- Fundraising: $58,616* (6.9%)

Total Expense: $853,563**

*For every $100 in expenses, $82.02 is spent on programs
**Includes in-kind and depreciation expenses

None of our services are reimbursable by Medicare or funded by any other Federal or State source. All services are free of charge.

Accountability

Maryland Nonprofits has recognized Hospice Caring, Inc. with the Standards for Excellence designation. Organizations receiving Standards for Excellence recognition have been carefully evaluated and found to consistently model high professionalism in their self-regulation of ethical and accountability practices.
Thank you to our Volunteers

Administrative, Garden, and Community Outreach Volunteers
Rev. Stephen M. Anderson • Sandra Bracken • Terry Buckler • Stella Campana • Wai Ping Chan • Robin Chernoff • Rosanna Coffey • Joan Crowe • Monica A. Czaplinski • Maggie Daly • Kelly Davis • Luz Dimarco • Jane Halpin • Wini Herrmann • Denise Howard • Beth Inger • Katia Lathrop • Vikrum Mathur • Joyce L. Miller • Jessica Minor • Toni Robinson • Ernest Rosemond • James Rossi • Anna Saylor • Timothy Stangels • Jacquee Tennant • Tamara Thomas • Jean Threadgill • Elizabeth Tinling • Marie Waldron • Bobbie Williams • Sue Zarrett • Lynn E. Zepp

Adult Bereavement Volunteers
Deena Barlev • Dottie Curbee • Johanna Boyer • Mike Bucci • Patrick Curtis • Judy Davis • Carlos del Real • Steven E. Garelick • Clyde Horton • Josephine James • Hilary Kaplan • Colleen Luzier • Diane M. Marks • Donna Murphy • Iris Myles • Steve Ornstein • Lisa Paul • Cecilia Rajnic • Toni Robinson • Margaret Rosario • James A. Rossi • Audrey Rothstein • Rova Rubin • Anna Saylor • Anu Sharman • Marcia Sherman-Ehrman • Ellen M. Sikris • Debbie Sobeloff • Hazel Strahorn • Marie Waldron • Morelyn Weisman • Judith White • Bobbie Williams • Judy Frans • Fran Zamore

Camp Erin Volunteers
Shehzad Ahmed • Abraham Aviles • Mike Bucci • Nancy Burns Jacobs • Julio Calderon • Shannon Caravelli • Mickey W. Cook • Walter H. Cramp, III • Christopher Daly • Maggie Daly • Peter Dimitrion • Christopher Ellis • Justin Foreman • Julie Gallagher • Karen K. Gifford • Edward Hagarty • Stephen Paul Jacobs • Nichole R. Judd • Sherri Kelty • Julie Lasheski • Chris Lastre • Amar Mehta • Nidhi Mehta • Jayson Mendoza • Matthew Mendoza • Joan Miller • Kip Nalley • Nomvuyo Qubeka • Cecilia Rajnic • Patrick Richardson • Matt Robertson • Toni Robinson • Marlon Romero • Audrey Rothstein • Anna Saylor • David Saylor • Kelli Schaefer • Carolyn Schick • Ellen M. Sikris • Tamara S. Thomas • Cecilia Thonet • Nancy Twiford • Kathy Vailaro • Bobbie Williams • Patricia Wilper

Community Education & Training Volunteers
Difan Chuang • Kathy Crosson • Jade Davis • Gerald Gimmell • Clyde Horton • Robin Leven • Sally Marchessault • Mike Michaelson • Donna Murphy • Nancy Richardson • Patrick Richardson • Toni Robinson • Jim Rossi • Anna Saylor • Carolyn Schick • Marcia Sherman-Ehrman • Ellen M. Sikris • Tracy Stuver • Jacqui Tennant • Rhonda Weinstein • Bobbie Williams • Fran Zamore

Family Night Volunteers
Mickey W. Cook • Jody Goldkind • Maria-Estella Merrell • Joan Miller • Alyssa Miller • Jessie Nathans • Jessica Port • Georgia Rosales • Ellen M. Sikris • Ben Tellie • Cecilia Thonet

Good Grief Club Volunteers
Deena Barlev • Anita Branison • Lisa Creamer • Kathy Crosson • Monica A. Czaplinski • Betsy Dewey • Jessica Eyal • Lisa Fout • Lois Geller • Jody Goldkind • Beth Inger • Dara Krumen • Leslie Libby • Alyssa Miller • Joan Miller • Kathyn Niewenhous • Jackie Ogg • Toni Robinson • Stacie Rogers • Georgina Rosales • Audrey Rothstein • Anna Saylor • Diane Schwartz • Ellen M. Sikris • Debbie Sobeloff • Cecilia Thonet • Nancy Twiford

Volunteer Helping Hands Volunteers
Loren Aguirre Paiz • Rev. Stephen M. Anderson • Kathleen R. Bainbridge • Deloris Banks • Sharon L. Beall • Ilia Beck • James Beck • Kay Bidinger • Linda Marie Bjornson • Bill Blandford • Johanna Boyer • Mike Bucci • Joan Carroll • Anita Cheung • Difan Chuang • Mary Clark • Rosanna Coffee • Frank Corrigan • Becky Crowell • Monica A. Czaplinski • Susan Davis Corle • Donald DiJulio • John Donnelly • Shima Etezadi • Jim Ford • Joyce Fuller • Jennifer Gold • Edward Hagarty • Lisa Henderson • Rachel Herrup • Raymond Hoewing • Robin Hope • Josephine James • Hemalatha Katragadda • Karen Kelleher • Vandana Kharod • Jennifer Koehl Frohman • Joan Kumar • Sally Marchessault • Jon R. May • Elisa Merendino • Mike Michaelson • Joyce L. Miller • Donna Murphy • Josephine Nieves • Richard Noreikis • Karen Novak • Cecilia Rajnic • Nancy Reynaud • Nancy Richardson • Monica Riordan • Toni Robinson • Margaret Rosario • Chico Rosmond • Audrey Rothstein • Carol Rouse • Tova Rubin • Elizabeth Sauber • Edit Sayko • Karen Simon • Ellen M. Sikris • Rebecca St John • Hazel B. Strahorn • Jacqui Tennant • Janis V. Thurman • Elizabeth Tinling • Florence Tomanean • Karen Tuohy • Martha Villavicencio • Natalie Wartzech • Rhonda Weissgerber • Heidi Wieler • Ronald Wilks • Prince E. Willis Jr • Nana - Yaa Yao • Eric You • Ellie Young

Special Event Volunteers
Beverly Bartolomeo • Deana Bedor • Susan Bhore • Katie Bol • Jayne Anne Bond • Anita Branison • Nicole Bserani • Maryann Bullion • Geraline Joan Carroll • Soma Chowdhury • Carolina Clavijo • Paloma Costa • Kathy Crosson • Charlotte Crutchfield • Christopher Daly • Maggie Daly • Zahra Dorrnanian • Meg Edson • Katie Ellis • Ahmad Emad • Barbara Feldmann • Caroline Finn • Beverly Flick • Rochelle Follender • Joyce Fuller • Deeva Garel • Emily Geibba • Jennifer Gold • Liz Helke • Valerie Herrmann • Patricia Hoey • Rick Hubley • Beth Inger • Janine Jackson • Brenda Johnson • Esther Kaleko-Kravitz • Hilary Kaplan • Gail Katz • Ann Kipper • Susan Kirkland • Nancy Klothe • Emily Kramer • Steve Lahn • Deborah Lamb-Mechanik • Brenda Lee • Patricia Lepowsky • Leslie Libby • Theresa Lyles • Audrey May • Maury Mechanick • Annika Mergner • Michelle Mergner • Iris Mersky • Jesse Messitte • Bonnie Miller • Costa Paloma • Margie Powell • Deborah Preston • LeNora Preston • Toni Robinson • Blanca Romero • Margaret Rosario • Anna Saylor • Terri Schack • Anu Sharman • Leann Sherman • Marcia Sherman-Ehrman • Hon. Jeffery Slavin • Ruth Spodak • Adelle Stacho • Bobbie Stahl • Daniel Stahl • Hannah Stearns • Jessica Stearns • Elizabeth Stonesifer • Barbara Tate • Kelly Tate • Elizabeth Tinling • Wat Tinling • Sue Zarrett • Ellen Zeff • Cheryl Ziombra
Thank you to our Donors

**Donors $10,000+**
- Edge Floral Event Designers
- John Edward Fowler Memorial Foundation
- The Philip L. Graham Fund
- Bill and Pam Hard
- Richard A. Kay
- Colleen and Ron Luzier
- J. Willard and Alice S. Marriott Foundation
- Nancy Peery Marriott
- Richard E. & Nancy P. Marriott Foundation Inc.
- George Preston Marshall Foundation
- Miller and Long Co., Inc.
- Montgomery County Government
- The Moyer Foundation
- New York Life Foundation
- Noelle Giuffrida and George E. Armhold
- Revere Bank
- Turner Construction Company
- Ada and Albert Wibel Foundation

**Donors $5,000-9,999**
- Bar-T Holding, Inc.
- Sandra and Peter Bracken
- EagleBank
- The Carl M. Freeman Foundation, Inc.
- City of Gaithersburg
- Stephen and Jane Halpin
- Hoar Construction & Design Collective, Inc.
- Carole Kaminsky
- Mark Klein and Deneen Wilson
- Linda and Ian Kramer
- Mead Family Foundation
- Mitchell & Best Next Door LLC
- National Lutheran Communities & Services
- Ronald and Joy Paul
- Irma Poretsky
- Edith Powers
- Nancy and Joe Richardson
- Audrey Rothstein and Frank Lipson
- Shulman Roberts
- Susan E. and Joseph Sparmo
- Jacquie and Stephen Tennant
- US Wellness, Inc.
- USAA Real Estate Company
- David and Katie Worrell

**Donors $3,000-4,999**
- Dava J. and Gregg Bauman
- Brett and Katherine Alisibas Bossung
- Scott and Patrice Brickman
- Bernie Buteau
- Capital Bank
- CohnReznick
- Kenneth and Juliana Cook
- Lisa and Sean Creamer
- DAVIS Construction
- Gimmell, Weiman, Ersek, Blomberg & Lewis, P.A.
- Sara and Jim Harris
- Thomas and Clare Keller
- Ted Leonis
- M&T Charitable Foundation
- The Newburger-Schwartz Foundation
- Kathleen McCallum
- The Meltzer Group, Inc.
- Joan and Ken Miller
- Judith R Peres
- Salon Red
- Ellen and Marvin P. Sirks
- Sanford and Doris Slavin Foundation, Inc.
- Strategic Management Consultants, LLC
- Carol Travick
- The Dick and Jody Vilaro Foundation
- Michael and Mary Vincent

**Donors $1,000-2,999**
- Carole Kaminsky
- Mark Klein and Deneen Wilson
- Linda and Ian Kramer
- Mead Family Foundation
- Mitchell & Best Next Door LLC
- National Lutheran Communities & Services
- Ronald and Joy Paul
- Edge Floral Event Designers
- John Edward Fowler Memorial Foundation
- The Philip L. Graham Fund
- Edith Powers
- Nancy and Joe Richardson
- Audrey Rothstein and Frank Lipson
- Shulman Roberts
- Susan E. and Joseph Sparmo
- Jacquie and Stephen Tennant
- US Wellness, Inc.
- USAA Real Estate Company
- David and Katie Worrell

**Donors $500-999**
- Laura and Carry Arbogast
- Kathryn Alisibas
- Anthony Lee Memorial Fund
- Conrad V. Aschenbach
- Avonleee Photography
- Jack Blandford
- Jayne Anne Bond
- Elizabeth and Ronald Brouillard
- CEM Design
- Jay and Lori Clog
- Mickey W. Cook
- Damascus United Methodist Church
- Deirdre R. Davidson
- Roberto DePaz
- Sylvia and Steven Ellis
- Sylvia and Steven Ellis
- Mark Epstein
- Kim Viti and Lou Fiorentino
- Mark Edward Fisher
- Mary Ann Fisher
- Robert Friedman
- Anthony Garcia
- GK Advertising
- Good Shepherd Lutheran Church
- Luis Gutierrez
- Harwood House Thrift Shop
- Philip Horowitz
- Daniel Jablonski
- Scott Jackson
- Christine Jaeger
- Gary Kaney
- Lawrence Kay and Meredith Rodnan
- Barry and Barbara Korb
- Danie and Ileana Krocov
- Bill Lamir
- Deborah Levy
- Bobby Lewis Blues Band
- Sara F. Lough
- Jon R. and Anne May
- James Stephen and Karyn McAllife
- Bobbie and Dr. Sidney McNairy
- Iris Mersky
- Montgomery Tennisplex
- Montgomery Village Rotary Cub Foundation, Inc.
- Moyer & Sons Moving & Storage
- Julie and Dr. Tomas Mustumel
- Philadelphia Indemnity Ins. Co.
- Prudent Management Associates
- Art Rettinger
- Tony Robinson
- Erich Roessler
- 5K-1 Architecture Design Group, LLC
- Laffe Solomon
- Soltesz Associates, Inc.
- Denise Stafford
- Charles Stansfield and Charlene Rivera
- Allison K. and Eric Steams
- Sandra Takai
- Rodney and Jan Thompson
- University of Maryland Medical Center
- Peggy Wall and Wendy Lance
- Walsh, Colucci, Lubeley & Walsh, P.C.
- Terry R. Weiner
- White Family Foundation
- JM Zell Partners, Ltd.
- Gregg Zolkiewicz

**Donors $1-499**
- Mahmoud Abouraya and Heather Nixon
- Jane Abrams
- Dr. Ira Abrams
- Adeptus Partners
- Patricia Agayoff
- Carol Agayoff
- Yasmine Alavi
- Martha and Robert Alexander
- Mary Alexander
- Timothy and Donna Almany
- Alpha Delta Kappa
- MD Epsilon Cntr
- Ann Lynn and Stan Alster
- AmazonSmile Foundation
- Jane W. Anderson and Rev.
- Stephen M. Anderson
- Zach Anduza
- Carlos Aparicio
- Apex Home Loans
- Harriet Aposporos
- Rosemary Arkonian
- Peter and Margery Arnold
- Dorothy Auerbach
- Awsoka Entertainment Cruises
- Barbara Jean Axelrod
- Judy Baker
- Baker Tilly
- Leslie Baldwin
- Dr. Robert W. Balentine
- Zetha V. Ballinger
- Baltimore Orioles
- Mary Madeline and Donald Bamek
- Kelley Bancroft
- Ann Banks
- Rick and Sunny Banvard
- Tammy Barclay
- Ron Barrett
- Linda Bart
- be the AYB
- Alma Beaumaire
- Beauty Counter
- Dorothy and Richard Beebe
- John and Debin Beits
- Ruby and Robert Bellison
- Elaine Belman
- Beth Bem
- Robin R. Berman
- Deb Berner
- Marla Bilonick
- Melanie Binder
- Rick Bishop
- Aaron E. and June E. Blair
- Robert C. Jambou and Diana June Blaloc
- Rosa Elena Bland
- Jacki and Bill Blandford
- Erin Blandling
- Jill Blomberg
- Sue Bomzer-Altermman
- Ruth Ann and Ernest Bond
- Jo Frazer and Jay Bond
- Robert W and Eileen Bonhag
- Dave Bonnell
- Stefan Boys
- Paulette Bosco
- Renee Bouchard-Kaiser
- Diane Brecha
- Michael and Fern J. Brodney
- David Brody
- Nancy Brooks
- Daniel T. and Kathryn K. Brower
- Tina Brown
- Allyson D. Browne
- Mike and Judith Bucci
- Christine Burn
- Mary B. Busby
- Charles Butler
- James and Barbara Butler
- Doris Byrds-Byrd
- Cabi Consultant
- Shirley W. Campbell
- Stella Campagna
- Robert Scott and Merry Campbell
- Barbara Rosser Campbell
- J水准o Flam
- Kathleen Canal
- Gilly Cannon
- Elizabeth A. Canter
- Phil Cantor
- Donald and Julia Carlson
- Nancy M. Carman
Our Mission
Hospice Caring provides caring, compassionate, practical and high-quality, non-medical support services, without charge, to Montgomery County adults and children facing a life-threatening illness or grieving the death of a loved one.

Our Vision
Hospice Caring envisions a community that accepts death as a part of life; where the processes of dying and grieving are embraced without stigma; where everyone has access to support services without charge; and where no patient dies alone and no one grieves without support.